To enable digital transformation, you need to modernize your business with new platforms, applications and capabilities, such as cloud and analytics. Databases are strategic to a digital transformation strategy, and you also need a trusted partner that can deliver a complete solution that helps extract and maximize the value of your data.
Get the Maximum Value From Your Data

Driving business innovation, achieving faster time-to-market, improving the customer experience, leveraging analytics for insights, and exploring the value of data are all key priorities for business leaders today. These challenges and goals require strategies that digitally transform the business and leverage IT resources to utilize the power of data.

In order to compete in this new, hyper-data-driven digital business climate, you need a team of database experts with worldwide expertise across myriad industries.

**Hitachi Solution for Databases**

With a global team of database experts across a variety of industries, Hitachi Vantara can help you get the most value from your data. We design, deploy, manage and modernize your database environments and related business processes. And, we offer an extensive portfolio of solutions, technologies and Oracle implementation services, to help you maximize enterprise data intelligence.

“UCP for Oracle Database has been in operation for some time without a single glitch and has met all of our challenging requirements.”

Tomas Jaburek
Head of IT Operations
Raiffeisenbank
Simplify Your Path to Continuous Business Operations

Global-active device provides continuous data availability for Oracle databases, the backbone of any organization, even during failovers and migrations. It meets strict service-level agreements for zero or near-zero recovery point and time objectives (RPOs and RTOs). Combine this with the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform 100% data availability guarantee to ensure data availability.

**Scalable Architecture for Growth and Innovation**
Hitachi Unified Compute Platform CI and Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform (VSP) G series and VSP F series systems have been validated for Oracle deployments. Hitachi Adapters for Oracle Database leverage Hitachi solutions for the cloud, data protection, management and automation.

**Hitachi Solution for Databases** helps you fuel innovation and gain business insights. This customer-proven architecture scales compute and storage, and improves data protection and recovery, to extend Oracle systems’ life.

**Modern Data Protection**
Hitachi Data Instance Director combines data protection, management and recovery operations into a single interface. Protection technologies for Oracle data include policy-based backup, application-consistent snapshot management and backup repository replication.

Critical business and customer data can be protected, simply, with Hitachi Data Instance Director.

**High Availability and Business Continuity for Database Infrastructure**
The global-active device feature of Hitachi Storage Virtualization Operating System provides continuous data protection, even during failovers and migrations, and meets strict service-level agreements for zero or near-zero RPOs and RTOs.

This solution provides high availability and business continuity for an Oracle infrastructure by simplifying data and workload migrations to avoid application interruption.

**Database Professional and Functional Design Services**
Hitachi Vantara Professional Services employs a structured approach to Oracle database deployment and migration based on preconfigured scenarios and best practices. From new implementations to system conversion, or database environment transformation, this team supports data tiering, cost optimization, analytics and intelligence.

**Hitachi Vantara Professional Services** helps you create road maps and define the right detailed plan, and supports you through the entire process, to accelerate time to value.

**Choice and Specialization With a Trusted Partner Ecosystem**
Hitachi Vantara has a proven and experienced global community of experts that can help design, deploy, manage and modernize database environments and related business processes. We help you get maximum value from your data.

Hitachi partners offer choice and specialization, further extending your database environment to more cost-effectively leverage cloud services, artificial intelligence (AI), and data visualization for more accurate business decisions.
Drive Digital Transformation With Agile Data Access

To succeed, you need to handle the explosive growth of data, constantly integrate new types of data, and meet the resilience requirements of a modern business. It’s important to choose a trusted database advisor with expertise to transform all of your data into value for your business.

**Scalability, Reliability and Performance with Bare Metal and XaaS Options**
Depending on your deployment scenario, we have multiple, composable, high-performance bare metal and XaaS offerings powered by Oracle VM compute and storage options to easily support your database environment and simplify management.

**Enterprise Data Warehouse Optimization**
Utilize a fully tested and certified solution that offloads cold and unused data to a data lake. We automatically map data between the Oracle database and MongoDB, speeding the offload operation and removing manual processes by up to 90%.

**Expert Database and Data Guidance and Support**
Market share and sales success require you to optimize your database investments today while identifying and capitalizing on emerging trends. Full-service partners with deep expertise in data and a proven database track record can help accelerate time to value.

**Specialized Solutions and Industry Expertise**
Partners with unique solutions expertise for Oracle or other database applications across industries and technologies are needed solve specific challenges and apply technology to enable business transformation.

**Proven Database Partner**
Hitachi is an Oracle Global Diamond Level Partner, with more than 20 years of experience running the most demanding and dynamic Oracle database environments to drive business results.

**More than 80%**
More than 80% of the global Fortune 100 trust cloud and infrastructure solutions from Hitachi Vantara to run their most critical Oracle Databases and enterprise applications.

Source: Is It Time To Modernize Your Oracle Database Ecosystem for the Cloud?
Optimize Your Database Environment To Become a Data-Driven Enterprise

Hitachi Vantara’s approach to enabling digital transformation begins with your data and ends with your business, customers and partners having the tools they need to extract and maximize value and power from your data.

- Optimize your database environment to manage the risk and cost of your databases.
- Partner with a trusted database advisor supported by a global team of database experts, that can help design, deploy, manage and modernize your database environment.
- Harness the power of your data to make smart and real-time business decisions.
- Pave the way for innovation of your business with Hitachi Vantara’s enterprise architecture and managed services for database environments.

The key to new revenue streams, better customer experiences and lower business costs is in your data. Hitachi Vantara merges operational and informational experience to elevate your innovation advantage in data and deliver meaningful outcomes. The world is changing the way we work. We’re changing the way the world works.

See how one multinational bank cut warehouse costs and accelerated data analysis with Hitachi Unified Compute Platform for the Oracle Platform. Read the Raiffeisenbank Case Study.

Hitachi Vantara at a Glance
Your data is the key to new revenue, better customer experiences and lower costs. With technology and expertise, Hitachi Vantara drives data to meaningful outcomes.